VL TRAILER TUG

Multi Movers
Easily move a heavy trailer of up to 3 tonnes across a level surface.
Three models available to suit your requirements:
1500kg, 2000kg and 3000kg.

4

The electric Multi-Movers enable you to easily move your trailer with a
weight of up to 3,000kg (depending on model used) and easily manoeuvre
it across flat terrain.
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Due to the special tyres and drive mechanism, the Multi-Movers can be
used on both hard and soft ground.
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The Multi-Movers work well in the horticultural sector for moving Danish
Trollies, whether in twin units or up to 10 trollies in one go. The three
different models offer a choice to suit the towing weight requirements to
meet your needs.
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The Multi-Movers can also be used to pull and push caravans, horse trailers,
regular trailers, auction carts, shelf carts, boat trailers, warehouse carts,
engine trailers, car trailers, aggregate vehicles, sprayers. They are a versatile
addition to your nursery handling equipment.
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VL DANISH TROLLEY MOVER

Multi Mover EDV
Safely and easily transport Danish trollies across ground cover

4

A new solution for easily transporting Danish trollies or CC containers across
both the ground cover cloth in the glasshouse and through the nursery.

4

With the Danish trolley on the transporter you can easily move the cart across
the ground cover cloth in your glasshouse, with minimal physical effort and
without damage to or traces left on the ground cloth.

4

The powerful drive engine, including differential, enables you to easily drive
from the ground cloth onto the cement path.

4

These electric tugs are equipped with large, wide wheels and fully adjustable
drive, allowing you to select the appropriate speed for any situation.

4

We also offer a model that can transport two Danish Trolley units.
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